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Decision No. ,_~88.o.L17u.5AB.I..-_MAr j!l 1978 . ·(OJf&ll@BWfjL~ 
'l'HE ,STATE OF. CAtIFOR.~IA BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF 

Investigation on,the Commission's) 
own motion into ther~tes, ) 
practices, financial condition, ) 
construction expenditures, and ) 
facilities of the San Diego ) 
Gas & Electric Company_ ) 

----------------------------) 

OIl No. 4 

(Appearances~ are listed in Appendix A) 

INTERIM OPINION 

" 
The Co:mnission~s eII No.4 is an investigation, 

into the rates, practices, financial condition, construction 

expendi tures, and facilities of ~he S,aD. Diego. Gas· & Electric' 
, 

Company (SDG&E). This has :been consolidated'flithApplication 
I , '. 

, .,' \ 

Nos. 55627, 55628 and 55629 ~ ,the Com.'Uission,s:rehearingof 

SOG&E's request for emergency rate relief for 1973. The 

latter case which was Phase 1 of'the consolidated proceeding, 

was 'submitted on February 17, 1978. 
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President Robert Batinovich, being the assigned 

Commissioner in this case, requested that several ,hearing 

days in Phase 1 be devoted. to the review and cross";'exa..."nina tion 

of an a..'"1alysis performed 1:>y Keith; Fei1:>usch, Associates., 

Engineers (l<FAE) of SI>G&E's resource plans and their f,inancial 

viability. President Batinovicb. had requested thatSDG&E 

retain an independent consultant to assess the company's: 

resource plans and. their ability to finance theme' KFAE' was 

retained and their analysis was completed on February ,10, 

1978. It was suggested that their'analysis, including as it 

did a year-by-year financial plan.."'ling study for SI>G&E " 

through 1986, might ilupact both the rate rehearing and the 
• • ' J 

,:;. " 

resource plan phases of this case.. KFAE was, therefore" 

requested to appear before the Commission in '~Phase 1 of ,this , 

proceeding, pursuant to a letter from'President Batinovich' 

(Ex. 230), and did so appear on Februa:z:y .15' and l& ano.',MarCh 

6 and 7, 197$. KFAEretained its own counsel a.."ldwas,not, 

sponsored by any of the parties. SDG&E testi~ied on March 6, 

1978 in response to certain points raised bY'KE'AE., The 

Commission staff put on one witness to clarify one point in 

the l<FAE testi:nony.. Wi triesses were cross':"examined by' counsel, 
, , 

for SDG&E, the Commission, the City of San Die9'o,~the Federal:' " 

Executive Agencies, and California Public Interest Research' 

Group (CALPIRGl· 
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e KFAE Testimony 

The,central exhibit sponsored by KFAEwas its 

report performed for SDG&E entitled "Val,idation of SDG&E' 

Resource Pla..."ls" (Ex. '232), dated February 10, 1978. KFAE 

presented three witnesses, Ee.wart J. Keith, Frank Dougherty, 

and Jerry de St. Faer, who testified as to the contents of '. 

the Executive Su.'mnary, Technical Evaluation, and 'Financial 

Evaluation chapters respectively. In this report, KF.AE; 

assessed th~ technical and financial viahility throughl.9S6 

of several resource plans for SDG&E, four prepared by the 

company and two developed by KFAE. In order to perform, this 

assessment KFAE first developed technical and. financial criteria 

against which to judge the plans •. (These criteria are listed 

on page 8 and pages 38 and 39 of Ex. 232, respectively.) 

SDG&E's financial models which were used toas·sess financial,. , 
viabili ty, were validated by KFAE as part of this process', sub

ject to certain qualifications to be addressed subsequently~ 

KFAE analyzed four r~source plans identified by SDG&E 

which are briefly distinguished as follows: 

Plan F 

Plan G 

Plan M 

Plan N 

Two nuclear units at Sundesert 

NO Sundesert; two'combined cycle 
plants to substitute 

Same as Plan F but.SDG&E's 20% share 
of San Onofre (SONGS) sold and' 10% 
of SONGS output and capacity pur
chased from buyer 

~o Sundeserti same treatmento£ 
SONGS as in. Mi three combined,' 
cycle plants added 
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KFAE'S technical feasibility criteria are summarized as , 

follows (see p. 8, Ex. 232):" 

1) peak demand met 

2) minimum of 10% resource marS'~:l 

3) system energy requirements met 

4) no physical barriers to meeting schedule 
dates .' 

5) technological barriers capable o£being 
overcome in available time 

6) institutional and licensing barriers have 
reasonable likel.ihood of being.overc:ome 
within schedule dates 

It was asserted both in Ex. 232 (p. 8) and by KFAE 

witnesses Keith and Dougherty under cross-examination .' 

(Tr. p. 5739, 5758) that the 10% reserve margin was not a 

e target 'but an absolute minimum. KFAE. further pres'ented two 

demand forecasts for SDG&E in their analysis, the ~RCDC*AdoPted. 

Forecast for peak demand developed under Common ~orecasting 

Methodology-I (CFM-l) and what is called the Optimistic. Con~ 

servation Forecast CAB 1852). 'l'he derivation of the latter 

curve was not clear in t..'1e KFAE testimony ('l'r. 5-706-5710, 

5738-39,. 5749), other than that it was developed for ERCOC's 

A.B 1852 hearings and was discussed in related workshops and 

was not developed by KFAE. Subsequent clarifying testimony from 

witness Watkins of SDG&E (Tr. 6250) indicated that this curve 

was developed by SDG&E for the BRCDe's AB 1852 hearings and 

was the company's estL~te of the maximum additional conserva

tion achievable over the ERCDe Adopted Forecast (CFM-I) under 

·California Energy Resources Conservation & Deve1opmentCommi"ssion(ERCDC) 
-4-
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~ optimistic assumptions. This point will be developed further 

in discussion of SDG&E testimony. KFAE's reserve margins 

were calculated from the Optimistic Conservation Forecast 

(AB 1852) curve. (Tr. 5706) KFAE witness Keith further testi

fied (Tr. 5738) that his company did not attempt to validate this 

demand projection. Keith testified that. the curve was:chosen 

because it was available, had been developed on the basis of 

inputs from several parties, and, while. a lower curve, allowed 

for some flexibility should demand be higher. (Tr. S709~5710) 

He also testified that a semi-annual review of SDG&E'sresource 

~ 

" '{ 

plans should be performed by this CoI:lItlission to ensure -that ·changes 

in the demand curve could be accommodated by the resource plan. 

(Tr. 5710) 

As a result of its analysis of Plans' F, G, M, and N., 

KFAE concluded that Plans M and N encounter serious problems 

due- to low reserve margins in the mid-1980's with little hope 

of faster implementation and that Plan G has. problems due' to, 

air quality and National Energy Act restrictions . associated ,. 

with expanded use of oil and reserve margin problems if its 

optimistic schedule is not met. 

KFAE concluded that out of all of SDG&E's proposed -

resource plans, Plan F (SDG&E'S current adopted plan) is most 

technically viable. Its technical problems'are largely. due to 

scheduling and licensing and relate to the following': .' 

-5-
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whether Sundesertwil::' be exempted from, the 
1976 "nuclear bills". (P.R.C. Sees. 2S524.1 
and 25524.2) 

timing of the ERCDC Application for Certi- . 
ficate (AFC) process and percent ownership 

. of Sundesert that SDG&E' will J:)e. permitted .... 
under the EReDe's. Notice of !ntent(NOI): . 
decision ' ' 

whether Unit 2 will be licensed 

KFAE considers the 1984 commercial date for Sundesert Unit 1. 

unlikely. A one yeax delay could· lead to reserve margin 

problems in 1985. 

Plans R and S 
I,· 

As a result of perceived difficulties with the 'four 

resource plans proposed by SDG&E, KFAE developed two additional 

resource plans: 

Plan R 

Plan S 

No Sundesert; 800 MW of capacity pur
chased from Mexico starting with SOO '~ 
late in 1982; 300MW in early 1985, and 
200 M'W in 1986. A 15% reserve margin is 
assumed for Plan R. (Appendix C)' . 

One u.."lit at Sundesert, not on-line until 
December 1985. (Appendix 'D) . 

Both Plan R and Plan S include 20t ownership in san Onofre Nuclear 

.Generating Station (SONGS) 2 and 3, Encina. S on-line in late'197S, 

rcpowering of Silver Gate Unit 2 by late 19S0, and 600 MWof 

geothermal in 1988-1990. 

In addition, Plan R includes the construction 'of , 

tr~~smission lines East from San Diego through the Imperial 

Valley geothermal areas' to the Arizona border. Under PlansS 

and F this line would be built as tar as Blythe to tie into-

e Sundesert. Witness Keith testified that these transmission' 
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lines woule ?ermit SOG&E to tic into possible future sources 

of power like those in Arizona Public Service'Col'llpa~yfs 'or 

Southern California Edison Company's territory, expand, 

SDG&E's pooling capability and increase the reliability,of 

SDG&E's system and that of all of Southern California. ' ('l'r. 

5732-33) 

Mr. Doughorty s~sequently testified that the 
,,-

costs of this transmission facility had only been included 

up to the Heber or Holtville areas. (Ol'r. 5757)" He also 

stated the possibility of purchaSing surplus energy or 

c(lpacity from the East would be small in the early,yearsof 
.," 

t.he Mexican plantrs operation as' opposed to later years~,' 

(Tr. 5791) 

Witness Keith stated that the repowering of SDG&E's' 

Station B facility could be utilized as a back-up contingency: 
'J ",.' 

plan. (T:r:. 5730-31) 

The Mexico' Project 

The purchase of power from Mexico is the central 

feature of i\FAE's Plan R, which includes 300 MW from Mexico 

in December 1982, an additio:cal 300 MW in January 1985, and 

an ~dditional 200 MW in October 1986._ There was considerable 
, ',:\',.,.' . 

discussion in, the hearings, therefore, as to- the nature':.'.and 

viability of such a project. 

Witness Keith testifiee as to the following points 
.. '. I . 

, , 
I . . regarding the proposed purchase' of power from. Mexico 'Cnder P'lan'R: 

1) SDG&E would neither own or operate the plant ('l':r. 56-S4}';, 
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2) 

". 

C.F_E_~ the national electric utility of MexieO', 
would own and operate the plant •. (Tr. 568.4) 

3) C.F .E. has a great deal of experience. running. power 
plants, both fossil and coal, inthis.size .range. 
(Tr.5726, 5727) . 

4) SDG&E would have no direct financing involvement 
in. the Mexieo plant- (Tr. 568'S) " 

5) The contract purchase of capacity, not just energy, 
is the basis of Plan R. ('rr. 5GB7) 

6) Should one or more power plants be built in Mexico, 
to supply capacity to SDG&E, it is unlikely that 
demand for power in Baja. California Norte 
(the proposed location for the facilities)- would grow 
to the point whe~e Mexico- would want the capacity 

7) 

for its own uses. (Tr. 5690-9'1) 

..... it appears that they have more 'capacity 
than they need; and we :think. that a majority 
of the capability would be available to 
sUr?lus capacity- It (Tr. 5691) . 

"It's my understanding ,that the power 
produced by the first. unit by agreement 
with the Mexican. government is 'to' be' 
commi ttcd to export to the border and. 
through and· thereby into San Diego Gas 
and Electric. . 

"Q. Is that also you: understanding 
with respect to the second unit? 

"A. That.is my understanding, yes." : 
(Tr. 5·703) 

The first 3-00 1¥LW. Hexiea."'l plant should be 
built if possible by December 1, 1982 in 
order to have, it inaugurated by .PJ:es!dent 
Lope:: Portillo in whose' administration 
it will be initiated. (Tr. 5719) 

$) ':Cr.e Mexican plants will be financed one 300·MW 
unit' at a time. 

, . .." 

*Comision Federal de Eleetricidad (CFE) 

-8-
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"The discussions with potential funders of 
this plan, that is ~anks and mortgage invest
ment bankers, have indicated that they are 
only willing to commit themselves to the 
first 300 :mega.watt unit; •• ". 

"The intent is that if the first 300 megawatts 
of financing is successful that it would. 
be the basis for financing another .300. mega
watt unit, and soon ad infinit'W'O. as required 
because by then the syndicate will be' 
formed and the relationships with Mexico 
will be established and people will have'a 
degree of comfort as to whether or not this 
is a safe investment from the investment 
community standpoint. 

"SO, they want to li."Uit it to the first only 
at this time and then look at the second . 
one as the first one develops. 

"Q. As the first one develops, do you mean 
after it's on-line? 

"A.. No, .... during the negotiations and. 
the procedure by which funds are trans
fcrred from the lending institutions' 
to CFE and theeon£idenee that the 
lending institutions have that .the money 
is being properly eA~cnded, that .will 
take place during the construction of" 
the first unit .. " (Tr .. 5724-5725-) 

9) A 15% reserve margin was chosen to evaluate the 
teChnical feasibility of Plan R out of concern. 
that the California Power Pool might 'prefer it 
since the· power would come from outside the U.S.: 
there was n~ discussion of this by KFAE with the 
California Power PooJ. (Tr. 5739-5740). 

10) The syndicate of banks financing the Mexico proj-ect 
would include Bank of America as lead bank and
possibly Merrill, Lynch~Pierce, Fenner and'Smith 
(Merrill, Lynch).. (':'r.. 5740-41) 

11) An American inter.me~iary would contract with. the 
seller. of the power,' SDG&E as buyer, and would' 
negotiate with banks, CFE, an:dt.."'eMexican 
government (:'l'r·. 5817) 

lZ) It is desirable for SDG'&E to receive a return 'onpower 
purchasee from. Mexico; the probability that SDG&E would 
pursue the Mexico project is less if no retUrn is 
provided ('l'r. 5743). 

-9-
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13) 

... ," 

There are adv~~tages in Plan R~ including more 
capacity to meet higher margins, more flexibility 
with capacity coming on line earlier and in 
smaller increments. (Tr. 5695-96) 

Witness Frank Dougherty testified to the following 
jX>ints rc'garding the Mexico project: 

1) As a basis for evaluation, theplant(S) 
built in Mexico would :be functionally equivalent 
to Encina S. (Ex. 232'~ p~ 23), 

2) It is possible to build the first 300 MW facility 
in Mexico by December, 1982 if t.."'le Mexican govern
ment is supportive. (Ex. 232 , p. 23) 

3) The source of oil for the Mexican plant was 
assumed to be oil from Mexico's state-owned· oil 
company. (Tr. 5777) 

4) The capital cost of the first Mexican unit was 
estimated at SSOO/K't·:', the' second unit at $703/KW 
and the third unit at $803/KW, the dollars ;'eing 
valued in the year of first operation. (Ex. 275) 
Oni~ 2 would be cheaper as it would. not include 
costs associated with Unit 1 for land, some. 
engineering~ etc. (Tr. I 6-345h inflation and the 
effect of ~.nterest during construction would 
result in higher eostsfor TJnit S. CTr. 6345) 

5) The $aOO/KW cost of the first Mexican unit was 
based on very conservative assumptions. 

"We selected conservative values for 
capital cost and for the opera.ting 
cost,. the fuel, and O&M; and any ch.anges 
that~ such as you're alluding to, that 
the high sulfur oil ought to be priced 
lower would tend to make Plan R more 
at-:ractive. 

"But we pu..."'POsely tried to make. use~· very. : 
conservative or at least conservative" 
assumptions in Plan R. 

-10;" 
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..... , .. 
"So that the direction of change would 
be toward lowering the price of electricity. 

, , 

"Q. The conservative approach that 'you 
just described for Plan R, did you 
also apply that approach developing 
the capital cost for the unit? 

"A. Yes, yes, we did." (Tr. 5779-5780) 

6) Time is available. under. Plan R to' get regulatory' ' 
approvals for transmission lines, to tie in with 
SOG&E's system. (Tr. SS09) 

7) Combined cycle pl~~ts were not considered for 
Mexico because Mexico is not famili.arwith thi.s 
type of plant (Tr. 5769-70), and because coma:ined 
cycle plants tend to be packagedcals, and Mexican 
equipment (e. g. pipe) could not be used. (,l'r. 5774 ) 

3) It was assumed that the Mexican oil pr.ice would be' 
escalated at lO%' per yea:r from a '~a:se price. of 
$19.92 per barrel in 1980, which representsa:10% 
premium for the Mexican oil (Tr. 5776-77)ithis 
was done despite the high (2-3%) su1fur:content of 
Mexican oil (Tr. 5778-79) 

9) Contacts were made with u.s. boiler and turbine· 
vendors to verify the feasibility of having .the ' 
first Mexican power plant on . line by December. 19,82 •. 
(Ex. 232, p. 23, Tr.S78S) 

10) Although the first Mexican plant is assumed to 
come on line in Oecemberl982, the approximate 
latest allowable .date where reserve marqineriteria 
would still be met is late 1985. (Tr. 5801) 

11) An expression of interest from Mexico was sought 
in February but could slip inoraer to: 
allow ti.'Ue for,si te. selection and choice of an 
archi teet-engineer to meet the December:, 19'8-2 date; 
this "expression of interest" wa.s aefinedas 

"a letter from an appropriate· government 
official in Mexico. stating that they 
were interested in pursuing the project 
and wanted, would want to·, start negotiations 
on all the necessary te:ms . and conditions to, 
make the project go forward.," (Tr .. 5802-03) 

-11-
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.. .,. ~ .. 
Witness Jerry de St. Pacr testified as to certain 

, , 

fin~~cial aspects of the Mexican?roject as ,follows: 

1) A 17 year amortization period to, payoff the 
loan for the first Mexican p1ar.xt, ('I'r ~ 5831, 
Ex. 267. Table III-I. 'l'r. 63.20-21), ; the 
amortization !;.chedule is based on several 
potential types of financing 'including 
suppliers credits and was developed in 
discussions with Bank of k~eriea; payments 
in the schedule sho'l."n in Ex. 267, Tab1e II1-l 
are skewed toward the early years, but may be 
more evenly distributed in the final plan (Tr 6305,) ; 
this would make the present value of revenues 
required lower. 

2) No difference in risk exists ,between SDG&E',s ' 
buying power from Mexico or building a plant 
themselves (Tr. SaSS) , 

3) 100% debt fina.."'icing is assumed 

4) lEA is working to arrange funding for the project 
and to establish a financial syndicate which will 
raise the money (Tr. 5859) 

5) The Mexican government will put up no funds , 
(Tr. 5861) 

6) The term of the loan will be directly tied to' 
the term of the purchase power contract' si.nce' 
ultimately the suppliers of the financin<]'will 
look to SDG&E' s credit. (Tr.. 6306), • 

A table of milestones for the Mexican project was 

provided in Exhibit 275, Table I1-14. (See Appendix B)' 'The, 

time of the letter of interes,t from Mexico was shifted:, to 

March under cross-examination but Mr. Dougherty stated,that 

thi's should not have an effect on the rest of the table (Tr.' 

6350). Mr. Colston from SOG&E,a1so'verified these milestones' 

(Tr. 6284) 

-12-
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-. 
KFAE Financial Analysis 

After its technical analysis of the various resource 

plans, KFAE performed its financial analysis. This financial 

analysis was preceded by a validation of SDG&E's Financial 

Planning Model as described on pa9'e 44 of Exhibit 232... The 
. . 

conclusions are also stated there. KFAE concluded that the, 

model was valid for long-term.financial planning, subj~tto 

the concern that the lo?g-ter.m model does not considerwol;king. 

capital or use of short-term debt lines or deferred taxes. as . .' 

a source of funds. (Ex. 232, p. ~5) The t:reatInent of working, 
. . 

capital in the short-tE':rm model was not yet completely' validated 

when Ex. 232 was prepared, but witnes~ de St~ paer. in his 
. . 

adc.itional "testimony dated February 27, 1978. (Ex. 26,7). indicated' 

that the short-term model had been reconstructed andrecor.ciled. 

Witness de St .. Paer stated under cross:-:-examination 

that the figures in the financial tables prepared in 'EX. 232 and 

subsequent exhibits' should not be taken out of context and 

used in a ;)articular rate-setting hearinq and that they 

were not 'Pre'Parce. for such a purpose. (Tr. SS5~) He further 

stated that the working capital assumptions were prepared by 

Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Meyer of' SDG&E and were not critiqued ':by, 

KFAE. (Tr .. 6308) 

A detailed financial analysis was then prepared of 

the til.ree most viable resource plans - R, F, and 5.. Criteria 

were established against whichfinancial'feasibilitywas 

-13-
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~ evaluated and these are listed on pages 38 and 39 of Exhibit 

232. As opposed to the technical criteria" somefleXibiiity .' 

was permitted here. 

e-

On the basis of its analysis, KFAEconcluded that 

Plans R, S, and Fwere all re~sOnablY finaneiableresource 

plans. (Ex. 232, p .. 46) This analysis assumed that.. SDG&E 

would receive its requested rate increases in its current 

emergency rate· relief application by May 1, 19'78: and in its 

new rate case (now in theNOI stage) on January 1, 1979 and 

annual rate increases thereafter. 

Tables are presented on pages 46 and 47 of Exhibit 

232 suggesting that annual compound electric rate increases 

and a.."Ulual compound increases in operating expenses· per 

kilowatt hour are lower for Plan F and Plan S than for Plan . 

R. However, Mr.. de St.. Paer, both in testimony ('Ir.. 52'22-23) 

and sw>sequently in Exhibit 269 performed a present value 

analysis at a 10% discount rate for revenues required under : 

all three plans. He concluded that while there were· differences 

in certain financial pa:ameters among the cases in dollar' 

numbers, these differences were small .in percentaget.erms. 

He further stated that the planning assumptions used themselves 

had uncertainties which were at least as great. (Tr .. SS38) 

Mr .. de St .. Paer then concluded that, in looking at. 

the present value of revenues required from.ratepayers,- the 

cost to the ratepayer is likely to be very close with.all 

e these plans. ('l'r. SS40) 

-14- ' 
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Mr~ de St .. Paer also stated that debt coverage' 

ratios are higher under Plan R ~~an PlanS but that both 

represent significant improvements.over the present situation.' 

Page 47 of Exhibit 23-2 shows substantially lower 

requirements for external financing exclusive of short-term 

debt under Plan R as. opposed to. Plan S o.r Foo Onder cross

examination Mr. de St. Paer stated that this did. rnakePlan R 

easier to finance~ 

The financial tables in Exhibit 232 show that 14.4 

million shares of commen stock must be issued between 1978· 

and 1986 under Plan R while 24.4 millien shares would be 

required under Plan S. Mr. de St. Pacr stated: on the record 

that it weuld thus be easier to. sell stock from Plan R 

especially under tight market conditions. 
/ . 

Mr. de St. Pacr sponsored several other exhibits 

during his testimony as follows: 

Ex. 262 

Ex. 267 

Ex. 269 

Ex. 270 

Ex.. 271 

SDG&E Proposed Plan (RooWoo Watkins) 

Prepared Testimeny of Jerry M. de St." 
Paer 

Electric Revenue ComparisonA.."'la1ysis 
Between CasesR, S, and F (1977-8'6·) 

Sensitivity Analysis - Mexico. Project 

Effects of Rate-making Return. onEqui ty 
of 3., S,-and 10% Return en Mexican Cost 
of Power 

-15-
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Ex. 272 Impact on Ratepayers of Inelusion of 
Mexican Plant in Rate Base 

Ex. 273 

Ex. 274 

Financial CUshion Analysis'case F 

Financial CUshion·Analysis Case S· 

~~oit 269 contains the present value analysis 

discussed supra. 

Exhibit 270 tests the sensitivity of the present value 

of revenues required from Plan R to the following assumptions: 

25 year rather than 17 year· financing at 10% interest, lower 

oil prices,· and a lower capital cost for the Mexican plant. 

($680/KW v. $800/KW). These changed assumptions were suggested 

by the commission staff to provic.e a more optimistic coUnterpart 

to the admittedly conservative assumptions used by KFAE. The 

results do indeed lower t.i.e present value of revenues required .. 

under Plan R, in One case to below that of Plan s·. 

Necessary Conditions for Plans R and S 

As part of their analysis of Plans R and S, l<FAE 

presented on pages 3., 4 and 5 of Exhibit 232 a list of condi-. 

tions necessary for these plans to:be implemented. These are. 

: sUl'l'IInarized here: 

Plans Rand S - Necessary Conditions 

1) Silver Gate 2repowering project requires Small 
Power Plant Exemption from ERCOC, rapid 

-16-
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2) 

3) 

4) 

resolution of any environmental concerns, and, 
timely PUC certification 

SDG&E's retention of 20% ownership ,of San 
Onofre Units 2' and 3. 

, , 

SDG&E's active conduct of preliminary work on 
repowering Station B as a contingency 

JO'int review by., SDG&E a.."ldthis Commission. of. 
SDG&E's financial and resource plans. every 
six months to allow· for responsiveness. to· ' 
changing conditions. . . 

" '.' '. 

We note here that the BReDe did grantSDG&E a 
, " 

Small Power Plant ',:eXemption for Silver, Gate Unit Zon !>1ar6h 1, 

1978 subject to the conditions that all appropriateenvi~on

mental standards be met and that a study be performed tc:>, 

assure that the repowering of Unit 2 would not impair the 

possible future repowering of Units 3 and', .. It.should'be 

noted that KFAE indicated under cross-examination that > the ' 

rcpowering of Units 3 and 4 was not a subject of their,study 

and the issue was not addressed in these proCeedings. ," SOG&E·s 

certificate application for Silver Gate unit 2 is now before 

this Commission. 

Regarding the six-month review process" Mr~'Keith' 

testified that this 'was desirable because of ,continuing 

uncertainties regarding both the financing and resource plans 

('l'r. 5734) and the choice of a demand forecast ('l'r.'S709-l0l .. 
. . I, 

There were no reasons offered as to why SDG&E' wo'.lld 

not retain 20% ownership of SONGS 2 and 3. 

-17-
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Plan R - Necessary Conditions 

1), Power purchased' from Mexico must be considered 
"firm" power for California power poolingarrange-, 

W ments. 

2) U .. S .. Federal Government support must be obtain~ 
due to nationa'l energy policy. 

3) The first Mexican unit must be on-line by 
December 1, 1982. SDG,&Emust expedite negotiations 
with the Government of Mexieo and SDG&E should not 
be required to obtain' a Certificate o£'Pub1ic Con
venienge and Necessity for this project. 

4) SDG&E should be permitted to.make a "reasonable 
profit" on the sale of Mexiean power. 

S) SDG&E must assume a foreign exchange risk and the 
Commission must accept this~ 

6) SDG&E should obtain permits necessary, if any, to' build a 
transmission line syste~ to the East to, increase 
pooling capability,. reliability ,and flexibility 
in future planning .. 

7) SDG&E' s total su.""lk, costs for Sundesert should ,be 
placed in plant held for future use to' the, ,extent 
allowable and the rest amortized over a period of 
five to ten years. ' , 

Regarding the .tfi:rm" po~er issue, witness Ke:i:th 

testified that he believed that there was a requirement in 

the California Power Pool Agreement that certain power be 

available to the Pool and be considered "fir.n", and that 

consultation with the Feaeral Government would beneeessary to 

determine this. He also indicated that KFAE had not 'discussed 

the matter with mel:\bers of the pool or with the Federal 

Government (Tr .. 5717) SOG&E witness Colston subsequently 

testified that no presentation. of the Mexican project had been ,. 
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.' 

made to the California Power Pool but that he believed that 

if this Commission ordered SDG&E to proceed wi ththe Mexico· 

project then this would become part. of the Pool Agreement. 

(Tr. 6284-85) 

Regarding 0.$. Federal Government support, Mr. , . 

Colston of SOG&E indicated that he had discussed the Mexico 

project with various members of the Federal Govern."Uent: a..'"ld had 

received a favorable response. (T:'. 6285) 

The Decembe'r 1, 1982 operational date!: was discussed 

on the record. 
I 
!. 

KFAE witness Keith indicated that it is. important 

for projects begun in the Administration of a Mexiean President 

to be completed in that Administration because there can be 

tit continuity problems (1'r. 5719) 

Witness Dougherty stated that he believed this was 

feasible with Mexican government support (Ex. 232', p. 23, 

'l'r. 5685, 5802-03) but that SOG&Ecould sustain a delay of' 

until 1985 if necessary. ('1'r. 5801) .. Mr. Keith testifiedtbat 

he was not sure that a PUC certific~te would be required for 
.... , . 

a Mexican plant but that this should be looked into as it' 

might cause delay ,if required. ('1'r. 5720-21) 

We now come to KFAE's recommendation that SOG&E earn 

a "reasonable profit" on the sale' 'of Mexican power., KFAE did not 

include any such profit inperforming,itsfinane-ial analysis~ 
, 

(Tr. 5722). :r.'.r. Keith testified that und.er PlanR a substantial 
, , 

amount of SOG&E t s capacity would be associated Wi thpurehase 
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power which does not provide earnings and that SDG&E's 

return is calculated on the basis of owned assets, not 

purchase power. (1': .. 5621-22,5743). He argued that.a 

return on purchase power would provide an incentive toundcr~ 

take the purchase power 'arrangement and that while he had 
. . . 

no reason to believe SDG&E needed. an incentive, he felt 

its investors did. (Tr. 5742). He sa.id hcieltit was less 
,. 

likely that SDG&Ewould go forward with the' Mexico project 

without such a profit incentive .. (1'r. 5743). Mr. Colston from 

SDG&E subsequently testified that he would hope thatSDG&E 

would earn some profit on the sale of electrJ.cenergy,throllgh 

the Mexico project but he did not know how this would be 
.. ',,, -. "" e proposed for rate-making purposes and that SDG&E had, not.· 

pursued the matter that far at present. (Tr. 7286) 

The transmission system to the East was discussed 

on the record by:-'.r. Keith of KFAE (1'r. 5731-S73Z) and by 

Mr. Watkins of SDG&E(Tr. 6239). Hr. Keith arguedth~t this 

would provide SDG&:E with flexibility for future resource . 

planning, greater pooling capability, and 9'reaterreliability~ 

Mr. Watkins indicated that SDG&E, would view suchan extension 

favorably. (Tr. 6239) 

Regard.ing sunk costs forSundesert, witness Keith ;' 

testified that these were included in KFAE' s study. (1'r •. -573.3.), 

Witness de St. Paer subsequently developed how these costs 

had been treated. (Tr. 5829-31) 
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Plan S - Necessary Conditions 

1) Su.."ldesert must be exempted. from the 1976 "nuclear 
bills." (Pub. Res .. Code Secs. 25524.1 and 25S24.2) 

2) SDG&E must file and proceed .with an Application 
for Certificate (AFC) in a timely manner befo~e the·ERCDC ... 

3) The ERCDC must accept the }.Fe for review 
and complete the certification process in 
18 months. 

~) SOG&E must apply for a Certificate of public 
Convenience and Necessity from this Commission 
such that this is obtained at the same time the 
ERCDe APC process is completed. . 

5) The PUC must issue such a certificate at the 
same time that the ERCDC approves the APe. 

There was little discussion of these conditions in 

this proceeding.. It should be noted that the ERCDe recommended. 

e against exemption of the .Sundesert nuclear facility from the 
.. , 

nuclear bills in its Y.arch 1, 1978' decision under'Public'Resources 

Code Section 25524.25 (AB lS52). Subsequently, the California 

State Senate passed SB 1015 exempting the plant from that earlier 

legislation. The State Assembly began hearings on the matter 

on March 15, 1975~ 

Although KFAE did not develop a detailed ·lis.t of 
conditions for the implementation of Plan F,therc·is a dis

cussion of this matter in Exhibit 232. Here KFAE notes· that 

the schedule for Sundesert under Plan F includes Unit 1 coming 

on-line in October, 1984 and Unit 2 in January, 1986, with'· 

ERCDC Site Certification by April, 1979 and a 66 month eon

struction and start-up schedule. (Ex. 232~p. 11) KFAE .states.: 
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that this Site Certification date is "extremely optimistic" 

bcc.:l.use 

likely being the first AFC submitted to 
the ERCDC, a schedule expedited by 6 months 
as proposed here is'highly-unlikely. 

~he BRCDe decided not to recommend exemption 
of Sundesert from the 1976 nuclear bills in 
its AB. 1852 decision ' 

since ERCDe re9'ulations and the Warren-Alquist 
Act, do not provide for early site work it is 
unlikely that any site work would occur before 
Site Certification, leading to. another 6 month 
slippage in the Suridesert schedule. .' -

KFAE concluded that more reasonable commercial opera

tion dates for Sundesert Units 1 and 2 are Octobe;~ 1985and 

January,1987 respectively. They: further concludeethat reserve 

~' margin problems in 1985 could result. (Ex.2Z2,p. 12). 

Finally, as noted by KFAE on pages 16 and 17 of' 

Exhibit 232 and in testimony, wi~hout exe~ption from 

the 1976 nuclear bills it is highly i.."'O.probable .that the ERCDC 

will permit Sundesert a' Site Certificate. FUrthermore, KFAE 

notes that there are at, presentnoAFC guideJ.ines from the 

ERCDe for SDG&E to follow in its filing. Lastly, as noted by 

KFAE on page 20 of Exhibit 232, t.~e ERCDe in its Sundesert 
I 

NO! decision only approved the building of one unit at 

Suneesert and Plan F contains two units. 

51)(;&:£ Testimony 

SOG&E sponsored Ronald w. Watkins and BillW~Colst6n 

as witnesses in these proceedings. Mr. Watkins testified as to 
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.. 
I j". 

SDG&'E~' s resource planning cri tcr ia and. preferences. Mr.' 

Colston subsequently addressed himself particularly to the' 

Mexican project. 

,Mr. watkins presented Exhibit 261.. He, testified' that he ' ' 
I,' •. '. : 

believed that most utilities have reserve margins oflS, to ,20% 

and that these are reasonable. He'further testified that 

SDG&E has temporarily abandoned its criteria for establishing 

reserve margins and is using a 10'%, requirement as a:ninimum, 

" which is required of me .. nbers of the california' Power Pool. He' 

stated that this d.id not imply that this was an adequate reserve 

margin. (~r. 6237-38) ,He added that he wouldquantifyuncer-
, " 

tainty as to implementation of ener9'Y conservation in the 

range of 5 to 10% ~~d that this should be considered in 

deter,mining reserve margins (Ex. 261, Tr. 6240)' 

Witness Watkins indicated that SDG&E supplied t..i.e 

Optimi;;tic Conservation Forecast (AB 18.52) used byKFAE, in its 
. , 

analysis. He further indicated that the BRCDC had developed 

two additional demand forecasts for SDG&E"both of which are 
, , 

lower than the Optimistic Cor..servation Forecast CAB 18:52'). 

These were present in Exhibit 262 ~'hich was' subsequently, sj?onsored 

byKFAE. Mr. Watkins sponsored Exhibit 263 which:presents 

a resource plan for SDG&E including one unit of Sundesert, 300I-1W' 

of power from Mexico, and some additional power from the Pacific. 

Northwest in 19'58. This results in 'a 20% reserve margin "over 
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the Optimistic Conservation Forecast (AB l8S2)·~ '~~ Wa~ins' 

sta'ted that traditionally 15% is considered a low reserve 

margin and that 'Il."lcertainty associated with conservation' made him 

add another 5%, resulti;'l~ in a reserve margin of 20%. ('I'r- 6254;" 

55). He later stated that he had a preference for no forecast 

but that if reserve margins were to be established based on one 

of the presented forecasts, that he suggested ]:)asingone on the 

Optimistic Conservation Forecast with a20% reserve margin includin~ 

5% to reflect uncertainty regarding conservation. (Tr. 6263r 

Witness Watkins expressed a preference.for.PlanF 

(SOG&E's current resource plan) because he felt it was' "most 

advantageous for the :;ratepayer. ..His next choice was the plan 

presented in Ex. 263'C ('l'r. 7248), discussed supra. He added that 

no full financial analysis had been made of ,the plan proposed,in . . . 

Ex. 263. 

¥~. Watkins.also favored the building by SDG&E of a 

transmission line to the East as recommended by l<FAE· ('rr~6239) 

Bill W. Colston, Vice-President of SDG&E' s Project' 
" .. , , 

Management Oivision,then testified regarding SOG&E's.interest and. 

involvement in the Mexican project presentedfirst·by'KFAE. 

colston dated SDG&E interest in ]:)uying power from Mexico "from 

April, 1976 and indicated that SDG&E has conducted several 

independent studies of the possibility ('rr. 6276. Advantages 
" 

to Mexico are expected to be a steady :11arket for their oil, . 

support of a desalinization plant wi th 10·0 'MW 0·£ the· third300MW 

plant, and ultimate ownership of the. facilities. Colston said that 
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SDG&E hus a contract with Bank of Anlerican and Merrill, Lynch pending 
, . 

contingent on receipt of a favorable expression of interest 

from Mexieo (Tr. 6276; ":6283) a.."ld approval by' SDG&E~s Board' 

of Directors. 

SDG&E first formally suggested joint studies with 

Mexico in a letter from Robert 1-1orris, SDG&E··s president, . 

of April 15, 1977 to Mexico·' s President Lopez ,Portillo. This was 

followed on March 4, 197$ :by a telegram from Morris to Jos~ 

Andres Orteyza, Minister of Patrimonio YFomentoIndustrial 

requesting a response to the first letter suggesting joint 

studies of the export of energy and capacity from new ,Power , 

plants 'in Baja California (Ex. 265). A response was received 

on March 9, 197$ and was marked Exhibit 266. 

Mr. Colston then testifieq regarding Inter-American 

Energy, Alliance which, once incorporated,. he said would 'probably be ' 

the organization with which SDG&E contracts for ~~exican power 

on a take or pay :basis and with which the Mexiean Government 

would contract to sell the power. He also indicated ,that lEA 

might be totally or partially responsible for the engineering. 

construction of the plant or its supervision. (Tr. 62S1)' 

witness Colston then stated that SDGScEwould:prefer 

to buy only energy from Mexico :but would buy energy and,' 

capacity if denied the ability to build its own generation 
"' < , 

plant (Tr. 6282, 6293, 6294). Mr •. Colston also stated, however, 

that even if Plan F or Plan See.g. Sundesert) came into'being~ 
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"We'll pursue the Mexico project with 
vigor regardless of which plan is adopt¢d~" 
(Tr. 6283) 

He irldicated that SDG&E'.s timetable. for ~ur~uing 

the Mexican project was the SaI!le as in Table II-14 of KFAE's 

Ex. 275 ('l'r~ 62S~), which may be fouridin AppendixB. 

Mr. Colston was then asked if the Mexican proj'eet 

had been presented to the california'Power Pool. He replied 

that it had not. 

Mr •. Colston was then asked whether the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission had been asked for its reaction 

to the Mexican project. He responded that discussions had 

been held with Mr. O'Leary, some of Mr. Schlesinger's staff, 

and with the Oepartment of Energy and that they indicated 

they would look favorably upon the project' if it did',not 

exceed 1200 MW (Tr. 628S, 6288). 

When asked if SDG&E would have any control over the 

availability of capacity or energy and maintenance' schedules, 

Mr. Colston said these were points of contractual negotiations 

but that SDG&E' s intention was to, include incentives fo:rkeeping' 

fuel costs low, availability high and maintenance properly' 

performed. (Tr. 6287) 

The witness said that t."'le amortization period 'for 

the project was,likely to be 12 years (T:::. 6287) a:lthough a 
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longer period would be preferable, which 1'.r. de St. Paerof 

KFAE later said was the same as his 17 years, the difference 

si:nply reflecting weighted averaging (Tr. &302). Mr. Colston 

also said, however, that if Mexico withdr~w the first plant after 

it was amortized, another could be built._ He also stated that 
" 

he expected capacity from the first plant to be: availah1eunder 
! I 
, 

an initial contract fo:t' ~pprox.imat:ely 15 years. (Tr.6,294)'· 

t'w1len asked w~ether purchase power from an0ther'source 
'" 

like Southern Ca1iforn:.'a E<iisonCompany niight be, cheaper than 

from Mexico, Mr. Colston replied. that Mexican power would be 

cheaper because: 1) the facility can be built faster, in Mexico 

with less inflation i:npact, 2) Mexico has flexibility in: the ' 

price at which oil is deliver~d to the plant and '3) 'SDG&E will 

only buy power from Mexico ·if the energy is cheaper than,that 

which SooSE could produce at a new generation plant. ('rr. 6291) 

He added that he saw Sundesert as S:oG&E's only viable alternative' 

to the Mexican plant in the same time frame. (':':::-. 6292)'" 

Mr. Colston was finally asked by counsel for the, 

Commission how realistic he felt it was to proceed with the 

Mexican project,. He replied: 

"The project SChedule that we have identified, , 
is a very real project ane it will, de,finitely 
will happen if the President of Mexico, wants 
it to happen.'.' ('!r. 6289) 
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Commission Staff 

" The Commission staff· sponsored only one witness,wi.llia.-n' 

R. Stalder. Mr. Stalder presented one exhibit (Ex. 260).' 

This exhibit presents criteria for the development of ,the 

costs of Mexican power which are optimistic in contrast to the 

admittedly pessimistic assumptions used by KFAE. It includes 
. ' ... 

lower capital costs for the Mexican power plant (s) ($ 6S0/iCW) ',' 

a longer amortization period (25 years), and a lower cost'of 

residual fuel oil (S16.40/bbl in 1982, escalating at 10% per 

year thereafter). Mr. Stalder subsequently.reviewed his 

exhibit and :made certain changes which are developed in the 

hearing transcript (Tr. 6354-56). These changesresult,in.a , 

e cost of $700/XW for t.1oJ.e first Mexican plant unde,r ~.:::. Stalder's 

exhibit. ~z. Stalder then testified that he also performed a 
, , 

calculation of the capital costs of the Mexican power plant 

using the low end of the range of data presented by'Mr. 

Dougherty of KFAE in his Exhibit 275, Table II-:13. This 

latter calculation resulted ina capital cost of, $657m1~ 

Both of these are below Mr. Dous-herty's own estimateof:$S'OOi.L<W' 

which he stated on the record was conservative (Tr. 5779':'SO). 
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DISCUSSION :. 

As noted supra, there have been 4 d~ys of hearings in 

OIl 4. T:b.ese days have focused. largely on l} the presentat'ion 

of findings made by Keith, Feibusch, Associates, E:lgineers. (KrAE) 

in their'. analysis and validation ·of resource plans for SDG&E:, and 

2) SDG&E's response to RFAE's Plans R a~d S and a discus~ionof 

S:oG&E's involvement in negotiations with Mexico- to purchase power. 

There have been .certain central themes upon which, attention has 

been d.irected: 

the possibility and feasibility of SDG&E 
purchasing significant amounts of power 
from Mexico beginnL"'l9' in late 198'2 

the viability of SDG&E resource' plans wh:Lch 
include one or two units of Sundesert' .' 

the relative and absolute financial via
bility ofresource.?lans for SDG&E based 
upon power from Mexico or Sundesert 

the flexibility and security in terms of 
reserve margins and planning options pro
vided under resource plans including' 
Mexican power and Sundesert 

we will address these issues·here on the basis of the 

record to date. Action by the full CAlifornia Le<="islature not to . -,., . ,~ , . 

CXCr.lpt the Sundesert facilityf:rom the ,1976· . "nuclear bills" 

(P.R.C. Sections 25524.1 and 25524.2), or lack ofpo.:itive ~ction 

by the Government of l·~eAico coul6. have a substantial imp~ct 

on the viability of the various options. 
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Plan R 

The proposed purchase of capacity from' Mexico by 

SOG&E as in KFAE' s Plan R appears to have the following' 

desirable attributes: 

1) Even with some slippage in the schedule 
it will provide SDG&E with power earlier 
and in smaller increments than the most
discusseO.J.alternati ve source - Sundesert. 
It appears that a two-year delay for the 
first unit could be ,accommodated if 
necessary ~ 'l'his flexibility seems import-. 
ant given a~ the uncertainties associated 
with present utility planning. 

2) According to the KFAE financial analysis 
the Mexico option requires substantially 
less external financing and sale o£common 

3) 

4) 

5) 

stock in the 1978-86 time frame than'PlanS or F. 

When coupled with the recommended trans
mission linkage to the East, this plan 
offers diversity and greater reliability 
of supply for SDG&E. 

The proposed Plan Rwill meet a 15% reserve 
margin requirement through 1990 if imple
mentedas proposed, which all parties seem 
to consider preferable to a l~~ margin if 
the added costburderi is not· too great. 
KJ?AE did not perfo:z:m'an analysiS of the cc.::.t 
of the additional 5%. reserve margin in 
Plan R.. but' a brief review of their present· 
value analysis suggests that, it is not 
prohibitive~ 

SDG&E's Vice President colston has indica.ted 
on'the record a strong commitment on the .part 
of SDG&E.topursue a contract topurehase 
Mexican power • 
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6) The nature of the financing plan for the 
Me~project plus evidence regarding 
dema.."'ld growth projections. for Baja calif
ornia (the proposed site). provide ~"'l 
indication that, at least for th~period 
over which the debt is amortized, the power 
eould bo committed to SDG&E •. Furthermore, 

we trust that SDG&E would not· enter into 
such a venture without confidence and 
substantive assurances that the power will 
be provided to StiG&'Z who will payoff the 
a~bt bY'purchasing it. 

At the same time; we still have a variety of concerns 

regarding the viability of the 'purchase of capacity from Mexico. 

1) The purchase must be of capacity, not just 
energy, to make Mexican power a viable· 
element of a resource plan. 

2) SDG&E must have assurances or preferably a 
substantia.lmeasure of control spelled.' out 
in the purchase contract it negotiates 
that the Mexican plant (s) will be operated 
reliably and with an adequate capacity , 
factor, and that maintenance will be sched
uled at times which do not coincide.with 
times of peak demand by, SDG&E customers. 

3) Power from Mexico must not cost more th~"'l 
the price at which SDG&E. could produce it 
itself, taking into account the' problems of 
SI>GScE bringing its own plant on line during 
the same ti."tle frame. . 

4) The letter from the Mexican GOvernment 
(~. 266), while expressing interest at the 
level of the President,of Mexico, 'is not'a 
statement of intent to, proceed with the; 
project. It rather initiates "a series of' 
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S) 

studies and analyses" and says that upon 
their completion SDG&E's proposed project 
will be considered. 

The· milestones proposed by KFAE and seconded 
by SDG&E'S witness Colston include an agree
ment in principle by'April 1, 1975' and 
the actual signing of a contract by August 1, 
1978 with fina."'lcing commitments beginning On 
September 1, 1978. It is our understanding 
1~at this schedule must be followed fairly 
closely in order to increase assurance that 
it will be completed and brought on-line with 
all 'due speed. It appears that considerable 
and inuuediate progress must :be made in 
further negotiations among the parties'in 
order to have construction' begin by 
January 1, 1979~ , 

We are further concerned about receJ.v.l.ng. 
assurances thatad,ditional Mexican units 
will be build as they would be agreed 
to after the first plant is underway., ' 

6) SDG&E must begin planning early for new 
power to :be available in the time frame· 
following termination of the Mexican con
tracts that SDG&E can finance without 
requiring extraordinary rate relief from 
t."lis Commission ~ 
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Plans sand F 

We nOW' tu:rn to plans sand F, bOth of which include 

the Sundesert facility_Plan F, while preferred by SDG&E, 

includes 2 . units a.t sundesert while the BRCDC' s Dec~rZl, 

1977· NO! decision only approved the first unit. This Nor 

decision also only approved a one-third shaJ:'e in the pro:; ~et·· 

for S:DG&E unless the company could demonstrate that it could 

finance its one-half share without extraordinary rate relief· 

from this Commission. We will discuss this financial viabil~ 

ity issue below. 

Plans S a."'ld F also require al'l. exemption by the 

California State Lesislature from the 1976 "nuclear bills". 

The ERCDC recommended against such· an exemption in·i ts . 

AB 1852 decision. The State Senatle subsequently approved 
, . 

an exemption for: Sundesert under SB 1015, :but the full StateASsem-
, ~ • • I • 

bly 'has not yet ·;~cted.. Failure to receive suchan ~emption 

would appear to severely hamper SDGScE's plans to proceed'with 

the sundesert project. Of course ... receipt of such an. exemption 

would not assure the viability of these plansa.sthey face 

major financial and other obstacles. 

Timing is an issue withPlanF if,. as KFAE deems 

likely, sundesert unit 1 is delayed,by a year or more. It 
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becomes a problem in Plan S if Sundesert Oni t 1 is ~'delayed by 

more than a year and, indeed, Plan S meets its lO~reserve 

margin minim\lm with little ease thereafter. Furthermore, the 

financial viability of bo~~ Plans Sand F depends on SONGS 2 and 

3 coming on-line on time to expand SDG&E's rate base byone-' 

half billio,n dollars. Slippage in the SONGS schedule will result 
, ' 

"." 
in demands upon ratepayers for additional revenue requirements. 

Lastly, both plans S and F only provide fora 10% 

reserve margin and thus are somewhat inflexible as regards 

scheduling slippages, changes in demand, etc. 

Mr. Watkins of SDG&E proposed a hybrid plan consisting 

of one unit at Sundesert and 300 MW in Mexico that would provide, 

for a higher (20%) reserve margin (Exhibit 263). However, no 

financial analysis was available to determine whether this plan 

was financially viable for SDG&E. 

Financing and Costs to RateEayers 

There was considerable discussion of the relative and 

absdlute financi~l viability of Plans R, F, and S. KFAE asserted 

that all three p~ans were financially viable within their 

evaluation crite'ria. While these criteria generally appeared 
., " . .,' 

to be reasonable, KFAE's financial analysis did ass'\.Une',SDG&E 

would receive by May 1, 1978 all its requested rate relief'in 

the emergency rate request (Application Nos. 55627':'9)' with 

which this OIl has been consolidated, and the full reques,t in 

SDG&E' s new general rate case (NOI 3) by January 1','1979~, It 
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is uncert.:l.in whether the com."nission will issue a decision. :by 
, ~' 

January 1, 1979 in NOI 3. The Commission has granted SOG&E lcsstha..""l its 

request in the rehearing of Application Nos. 55627, 5562,8, 
, " 

and 55629. It should be noted. that SOG&E earned its authorized 

rate of retum in 197,6 and exceeded its authorized return in 

1977. 
" ' 

Purthermore,' KFAE has made two important assUmptions 

regarding future regulation and future capital markets for 

each plan: 

1. that there will be no delay between the 
time SDG&~ incurs increased rate base 
and operating costs and rate relief, i.e. 
instantaneous ratemaking. 

2. that SDG&E's common stock will sell at 
or, above book value and the effective' 
interest cost of J:>onds, will :be 9% during, 
the period 1979-l9S6. 

Implied in the Commission's recently adopted 

regulatory lag progra:n is that each utility is' expected ,to 

file applications for general rate relief with no greater' 

frequency than every two years. Due to their capital intensive 

natures, however, Plans, Sand F would require the Commission ',to 

grant substantial general rate relief to San Oiego in'each and 

every forecasted year. Based on this fact alone, plans p'and 

S arc infeasible,from a rate~king standpoint. 
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In Interim Decision No. S5018 dated October 15, 1975 

in Application No. 55627, et a1.. (SDG&E'S last general rate 

proceedi.'"'l.g), we granted an emergency increase in rates to 

meet Ithe t.""len current financing problems of SDG&E. Further 

increases were granted in Decision NO. 87639 dated July 19, 

1977 in that proceeding. On April 11 of this year 

we granted a further emergency rate increase to permit 
. . ' . 

SDG&E to issue additional equity capital under favorable. 

terms during, the ba1~"lce of 1978'. We indicated in prior 

decisions our concern about the ability of SDGSEto finance 

any new electrical generating capacity consisting oia single 

. large u."lit anc. ca\"I.tioned SDG&E that it may not be provided 

with rate increases solely for that purpose.!! 

Plan R is the least capital intensive plan 

because the capital costs of construction are not borne by 

!!' Decision No. 8S018 stated as follows: 

~In view of ,both the economic. advantage of maintaining 
reasonable rate levels and financial constraints on 
raising capital for construction, it is essential that 
SDG&E restricts new facilities to the minimum necessary' 
to provide adequate service. Reduction in reserve 
margins can prudently be xr.ade if SDG&E and the other 
california electri.c utilities will expand on , 
assistance arrangements. and further utilize interties 
to. maximize the efficiency of the corr.bined systems'~" 
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SDG&E .. When thc.Mexiean power plant beeomes 

operational the costs will be the subject of ECAC 

proeeedings. ECAC procedures provide for recovery of pur-

chased power costs on a semi-annual basis and utilize. a balan

cing account which alloWs SDG&E to recover dollar for dollar 

its costs. Therefore, the :isks of time delays in recognizing 

increased costs would be minimized under Plan R. 

The ability of SDG&E to sell its stock at or above 

book· value is influenced by many factors· bQyond the control of 

both SDG&E and the Commission. under Resource Plans F .and 5, 

SDG&E would. be required to moreth.an double its currently out-. 

standing common stock. Plan R calls for a 64% increase in 

common stock vs. approximately ll~~·increases for Plans Sand 

F. 

SOO&E' s common stock currently sells forapproximate-. 

ly 90% of its book value. This is the highest market to book 

ratio for SDG&E's common stock since 1972. If in the future the 

l':\.:lrkct substantially discounts SPG&E's stock as it has over the past 

five years, SDG&E would be forced. to sell an' even greater 

number of shares than that forecasted. 'this would result in 

dilution of stockholders' investment and earru.ngs. per share as 
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well as i~creasing SOG&£'S dividend requirements. This would 

impact O~ the company's already tenuous forecasted cash flow' 

position. Plan R offers less risk of dilution and reduction in 

cash flow simply because the nu..""lber of shares to be issued is 

substantially less. 

KFAE also assumes that the effective cost of bonds t~ 

SDG&E will remain at 9% tl"..:oughout the entire forecast period 

(1979-86). If the cost of debt rises significantly above this. 

level, SDG&E would. have greater difficulty in' both placing . the' 

bonds and meeting forecasted interest coverage requirements. 

Plan R would provide greater margin of coverage than either Plan 

S or F, ~~d would be able to better weather any increases in .debt 

costs. 

'l'hiS'Commission has trac.itionally authorized. prospective 

rates which allow, but do not guarantee, the utility an opportunity 

to earn its authorized.rate of return .. A real possibility 

exists under the capital intensive Plans S a.~d F that the ,Commission's 

regulatory latitude will cease to exist. Plan R provide's· the 

greate:s:t degree of flexibility for both the Commission'andSDG&E~ 

Plan R, based strictly on fina."l.cial and ratemaking considerations, 

offers the best assurance that SDG&E will be able to meet its 

financial obligations and that the Commission will not have to 

deviate from its long established regulatory practices. 
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The initial KFAZ study (Exhi~it 232) suggested that 

certain financial variables like ~~ual compound electric 

rate increases and annual compound increases in operating .' 

expenses per kilowatt hour are lowe: for Plan F and Plan S 

than for Plan R. However, as e.escribed supra, ~..r. de St. 

Pacr presented a present value analysis at a 10 percent 

disco'll..'"'lt rate fo= revenues recruired. under all 3 plans •. He 

concluded that while there were differences in certain finan-

cial para.'Ueters a.'"nong the 3 cases i.."'l dollar amounts,,' these 

'differences were s:nall in pe=centage terms, sm~ler than the 

uncertainty in the plan."l.ing assumptions. ' He concluded. .that 

·e the costs to the ratepayer were likely to be very close with 

all 3 plans. 

'l'he financial analysis of Plan F di<i not take into 

account a one year delay in the operating dates for Sundesert 
. , 

Units 1 and 2. In pages 11 and 12 of Exhibit 232~ KFAE pro-

vides the following cotXtmcnts on SDC&E's esti.mated eommerciaJ.; 

operating dates for Sundesert: 

"On the other hand our evaluation of.Sundesert 
Units 1 and 2 concludes that the indicated 
commercial operation dates are highly unlikely. 

"This results in a total, slippage of one year 
for Sundesert unit 1 and similarly for Unit, 2." 
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!<FAE did not perform a financial analysis of Plan F 

with a one year delay in Sundcscrt Units 1 and 2. 

Further.more, as discussed supra, slippage in the 

operation date of SONGS 2 and. 3 would bave a major impact on 

SDG&E t s rate base a..""ld. on its ability to fina..""lce Plan F or S. 

This is also no~ analyzed. by KFAE. 

Since KFAE witness DOugherty. stated that the capital· 

and fuel cost ass'OIttptions for the Mexico project were eonser

vative, staf:E recommended more optimistic ass"Omptions as dis

cussed supra, some of which were incorporated by Mr.dc. St. 

Paer in his present value sensitiv~ty analysis in Exhibit 270. 

The results lower the present value of revenues required' under . 

Plan R, in one case to below that of Plan S.. Higher nuclear 

capital cost ass~ptions, discussed infra', would t'olake' Plan R 

even more financially attractive than Plan S. 

KFAE'S recoro:tlendation that SDG&E earn a return,on .' 

its sale of Mexican power was not incorporated into their 
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origi.."'lal financial analysis. 'l'he:e is some analysis presented 

in Exh~its 270, 271, and. 272. Eo~ever, .the granting of such·· 

a return by this Commission would be an extraordinary mea.sure 

with no precedent and:m.ust be analyzed in great detail for its 

legal and financial ramifications as well as its impact. SDG&E 

was not prepared to suggest an actual L~plementation plan for 

this recommendation a.."'ld the Commission is not prepared in this 

interim decision to aedress the matter. 

&"'lother subj ect having a substa."'ltial potential impact 

on financial viability of Pla..'"ls F andS is the capital cost 

ass~~ption used for nuclear power plants. We note here that 

e the past twenty years have seen rapid growth bot.."-l. in t..."-l.e real 

and estimated costs of nuclear plants, and in the magnitude of 

uncertainty associated with these estimates. Many f'actorshave 

contributed to this growth, including·rapidlyrising.eosts of 

labor, materials and equipment, as well as unanticipated add-

ons and schedule slippages. It is not possible on theba~is of 

this hearing record to determine in the case of the planned .. 
Sundesert facility the extent to which contributing factors·. 

have been adequately accounted for in SDG&E's cost. estimate. 
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KFAE has accepted all capital cost figures for power 

plants prepared by SOG&E. Whereas it has not been pr~ctical to 
'" . 

develop a comprehensive record here r~9'ard~g nuclear 'plant capital 

costs, we note that the SDG&E/KFAE costs are considerably below: 

alternative data prepared by the ERCDC in its AB'l8S2' Report to 

the I..cgislaturc. It is not possible here to determine what a 

reasonable higher range :night be, but it could substantially 

impact the financial viability of Plans Sand F. 

Lastly, should the Sundesert Project or SDG&E's role 

therein be te:r::minated for political or financial' reasons or both, 

the issue of sunk costs related, to SDG&E's'investment in the 

Sundesert project will have to be addressed. Some of these costs 

relate to the proposed nuclear facility where others directly 

relate to the Blyt..~e site, ~ .... hich received approval by the EReDe 

in its decision on the Sundesert NOI. This site may'well ,be 
. , 

usable as a site for some other future thermal power plant. A 

detailed review of SDG&E's Sundesert expenditures and appropriate 

rate treatment is best handled in NOI 3. 

Additional Plan Elements 

The repowcringof Silver Gate Unit 2 is common to Plans 

R, F, a."'ld S. The limited record developed here supports, the 

argmnent that this is an important element of SDG&E I s ultimate 

resource plan ~"'ld argues for timely Commission action. 

The possibility of repowering Station B has been pre-

sentcd as a contingency option and, given the uncertainties " 

inherent in SDG&E's resource plar.ning, should be explored in9reater 
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,. . 
detail, either in this OII or in a separ~te proceeding. Repower-

ing options for Silver Gate 3 and 4 and South Bay also appear 

to merit consideration. 

The argument for the eevelopment by SDG&E of a trans~ 

mission line system to the East for the purpose of flexibility, 

increased pooling capability, and greater reliability was put· 

forward by KFAE ,ane supported by SDG&E. 'I'he record. suggests 

that such planning should be' pursucdsubject to per£or:na.."l.ce a."l.<i 

review of future cost studies. 

Lastly, all three resource Plans R, F, andS, are 

based upon a mini!num reserve margin calculated on the basis of . 

the so-called. Optimistic Conservation Forecast (AB 18S-2}..KFAE 
. , . , 

, says it Ctid not validate this forecast. There is not a sufficient 

e record here to make a definitive· statement regarding the.choice of 

this demand forecast as a basis for resource planning, and. we 

will not do so. We will simply note that the Optimistic Demand 

Forecast is lower than the BRCDe Aeopted Forecast (CFH-I) and 

higher than the forecasts used by the BRCDe in its A:B. lSS2~eport 

to the :::.cgislature.* It therefore appears to bcwithin the ' 

range of the planning assumptions. 

Commission staff has found an error in the "ERCOC'AB1SS2 
Forecast Final Report 3/78" in Exhibit 262 and· notes',that 
the curve in the exhibit is considerably lower than 'it 
should be.' ' 
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Based on the record in OII-4 to date, we find the 

following: 

1. 'l'he viability of SDG&E's current resource 'plan,.' 

incorporating two units at Sundesert and referred to in this 

proceeding as PlanF, is \L~certa~ because 

a. the ERCDC has, only approved a Notice of 
Intent for one unit at Sundesert' 

b. the ERCDC has recommended against exempting 
Sundesert from the 1976 "nuclear bills~ 
(P.R.C. Sections 25524.1 and 2S52~.2) and 
the State Assembly's decision on an , 
exemption (in SB .l015) is pending: denial 
of ,an ex.~"t'lption appears to' preclude. the' 
building: of a nuclear facility in the. time 
frame proposed 

c. It . is likely that Sundesert' s operation 
dates will be delayed a mi.."'l.imum of one year, 
causing'potential reserve margin problems 
in 1985 and possibly later 

d. large amounts 0: external financing. will 
be required to finance this plan, resulting 
in d.emands for substantial •. and eontinuous 
rate reli~£. 

e. slippage in the original operation date, o£ 
SONGS 2 and 3'W'Ould have an impact on SDG&E's 
rate base', and thus on its ability to finance, ' 
Sundesert without additional revenue require
ments from ratepayers 
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2 .. ' The KFAE proposed Resource Plan S" containing d one ' 

unit at Sundesert, suffers from all the uncertainties.of Plan F 

except for the ERCDCNOI approval. Furthermore, this approval 

was only provided for 50% SDG&E ownership of one unit if SOG&E 

can demonstrate no need for extraordinary rate relief. Extra

ordinary' rate, relief would be required, based on ,our' findings in 

Decision Nos. SSOlS and. 8-7639, supra, and our decision issued '. 

in· Application No_~' 5562:7,. et 'al.' Plan S also. only' pro- . 

vides for a 10% reserve'~gin against SDG&E"s'Optim1sticCon~ 

servationForecast. 

3. Alternate Resource Plans G,' .M and N appear to have 

considerable and likely prohibitive technical problems on the 

basis of KFAE t s analysis. , .. 
:,ii 

4. 
ill' 

Resource ~lan R, which includes the purchase of sub-

stantial amounts (SOO ~ in three stages) of· electrical capacity 

from Mexico.., compares favorably in sev~ral ways with. Plans F' ' 

and S. These include: 

a. added flexibility through earlier avail
ability and smaller incremental': 'Ilni ts 

b. ,g:eater probability of meeting demand in 
the mid-19S0's even with schedule slippage 

c. A higher (15%) reserve margin against . 
SOG&E',s Optimistic Conservation Forecast 

d.one-third less external financing and 
roughly one-half less issuance of common 
stock required.· 

" . , 
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e. roughly comparable revenuerequiremOnts '. 
from ratepayers in the197S-S6timeperiOd 
based on SDG&E'snuclear capital cost.s; 
higher but plausible nuclear capital costs 
would make Plan R look more attractive 

5. KFAE has concluded that plans R, F, and S,aresti11 

financeab1e. However, the, KFAE analysis assumes that SOG&E 

will receive all the emergency rate relief it has requested in , 

Applications Nos. 55627, '55628 and. 55629, and its entire rate regue~t 

under NOI 3. Furthermore, substa..."'l,tia'l a::'l.nua~ rate relief there-
", , 

I 

after is assu.-ned for Pla.."'l.s Sand F to meet SDG&E t s allowed'i: 

retu...""nS. No party to date in this proceeding has performed a ' 

detailed financial analysis of the financial viability, 

of the three plans u..""l.der c.ifferent ass'Omptions regarding rate 

relief. However, our analysis of the record in this proceeding 

shows that: 

a. Plan R requires one-third less externa1 
financing and only about ,60% of the increase 
in com."non stock required by Plans Sand F. 
These factors would always make Plan,R 
favorable under normal capital market 
uncertainti"-

b. Plans S and'F, being very capital intensive, 
will require sUbst~"'l.tial annual rate relief 
to maintain ,ciesirable fina.."'lcialratios; 
making them infaasibJ.'e u.."lde: thc Cor..:.:.issio:n t s 
adoptcd ratemaki~q practices. 

e. Plan R provides far less risk to investors , 
than. Plan F or S. In Plans F and S investors 
put up large amounts of capital over the con:
struction period for Sundesert which are not: " 
recoverable until the uncertain date when the 
plant" is operational. With Plan R:, SDG&E puts 
no capital at risk in adv.:mce of receipt of : 
power from Mexieo _ Furthe.rmore, once the 
Mexican . facilities are opera,tional, all c,osts 
would be ::ecovered semi-annually through'ECACJ' 
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with its balancing account, min~zing the 
risk of time delays and assuring dollar 
for dollar recovery. 

6. If Sundesert is not built, or is not completed in the' 

time frame contemplated-, Plan R is the only resource plan pre

sented in ~~is OII to date that provides a technically viable 

alternative. 

7. Even if one or both units of Sundesert could be buil t, .. 

tL~ing problems suggest that SOG&E, might need capacity prior to 

Sundesert's availability. Thus, immedia.te pursuit of Mexican. 

capacity woule still be desirable. 

S. Comparison of the various estimates for the com-

parable costs for the const-~ction ofKFAE's Plan R when con

trasted with comparable cost estimates for Plans F andS lead 

to the conclusion that if the proposed Mexican plant were 

constructed within the range of costs in, the record to date, 

such costs would be reasonable. Clearly more detailed-estimates 

must await the outcome of joint studies between SDG&Eand the 

GoverrAA"Uent of Mexico as noted in the letter of March 9,' 1~7g 

(Exhibit 266). 

9. SDG&E is co~~ittedto pursuit of Mexican purchase 

power options for capacity and energy. 

10. The Government of Mexico has expressed interest in 

pursuing the Mexico project but has made neformal commitment. 

11. The possibility of SDG&E's purchase of MeXican 
I " , 

capacity would be greatly increased if the first unit at least' 
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could be completed and operation~l by, the end'of 
r 

1982; 

12 •. Negotiations with the Government of Mexico should '~~: 

be i=mediately accelerated and solidified if the first 

proposed Mexican unit is to be on-line by the end of 1982. 

13. The actual price per kilowatt hour purchased from 

Mexico is still 1l.."'l.determined and this Commi'ssion wouldhav:e 

to approve a final contract, after deliberate consideration 

of price and conditions. 

14. The recommendation by KFAE, endorsed by SDG&E, that 

the latter be allowed by this Commission to earn a return on 

the sale of power purchased from Mexico, is an extraordinary 

and unprecedented request ~"'l.d must be given all due analysis 

e and deliberation. No findings can be :made upon it at ,this 

tilne. 

15. There are adv~~tages to SDG&E's pursuit of the option 

of ouilding a transmission line system to the Arizona border 

including improved reliability, access to new generation 

sources, a."'l.d increased pooling capability. 

16. Rapid action is desirable on the part of this Commission 

in SDG&E',s Application' for a Certificate' of Public Convenience~ and' 

Necessity for the repowering of Silver Gate Unit 2 an.:I by'parties 

providing the appropriate environmental per.ni ts~or this' proj~c~. , ' 
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''''IIJ 17. All three proposee.resource-plans ~equi=e co~siderable 

geothermal power from the I::lPerial Valley in the late 1980' s., SDG&E, 

must therefore aggressively pursue ~~soption. 

18. The following resources may provide conti~gency o?tions' 

to augment 0::: substitute for elements of Plans R, S,Me. F:" 

1.: ,rcpowering Silver Gate Units 3 and 4 
2. repowering Sta~ion ~ 
3. pooling or purchase opt.ions :nade available by 

the proposed tr~~smission line to Arizona 
" 

There is a need for timely evaluation of the viability of these 

options in this or separate proceedings. Furthermore" we: expect 

the record to be expanded in Phase II of this OII,to. consider possi-' 

bilities like repowering South Bay, small coal plants, participation 
, , 

in the I::ltermountain Power Project (IPP) and Palo- Verde, altlongothers. 

19. The semi-~"l."l.ual review of SDG&E' s 'resource and financial 

plans seems reasonable giver. the u.~certainty surrounding these 

plans and should be considered by this Commission for'SOG&E. 
".' ". 

20. In view of the above findings, the Commission'would.:be 
• i 

acting imprudently on behalf of the ratepayers if it did not advise 

the company that continued expendit\'!.resonthe Stmdesert nuclear 

facility other than those consistent'withterminationclauses in 

contracts and those requirco. by law from the datecif this oro.er ' 

forward can only be recaptured by the company if the Sundesert 

nuclear facility is ultimately operational. Disposition of sunk 

costs associated with the Sundesert project resulting from this' 

oreer and further expenditures on the Blythe site, which. has been 

approved for future use by the ERCDC, will be considered .in SDG&E r s' 

4It next general rate case (NOl 3). 
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ORO·ER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. San Diego Gas and Electric Company shall continue 

to use its best efforts to negotiate a contract for the purchase 

of Mexican power subject to the following conditions: 

a) in order to achieve an acceptable 
capacity: factor,thccontract should 
contain: 

b) 

i) provisions for an acceptable main
tenance sChedule and for auditin9" 
the maintenance to establish con
formance with the schedule; 

ii) provisions for design and operation 
of the facility in order to achieve 
acceptable reliability. 

that the cost of Mexican power should be. 
just and reasonable. In this respect SDG&E 
would have to receive ultimate approval from 
this Commission for the contract. 

c) that every reasonable effort be made to. 
have at least one Mexican unit on-line by 
the end of 1982. 

2. SDG&E shall keep the Commission staff regularly 

informed of the progress of its negotiations. 

3. SDG&E shall commence diSCUSSions with the :rr.emJ:>ers 

of the California Power Pool to determine the acceptability 

of capacity purchased. from Mexico as "fi:rm" power. 

4. SDG&E shall continue to investigate the need for 

additional permits required for implementation of the Mexican 

project. 
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S. SOG&.E shall con'tinue to analyze and pursue the eon- . 
. ", 
'-'. 

cept of building a transmission line system to the'Arizona border 

And apply to the appropriate agencies for permits .. 

6. SDG&E shall continue to aggressively pursue its 

geothermal development plans. In accordance with' this, . SDG&E. 

shall. file semi-annual reports with thisCc;m."nission c.:>mraencing 
.! , 
I 

June 30~ 1978 as to its geothermal c.evelopItlent efforts. 
:1 
I . 

7. SDG&E shall submit to the Commiss:ion staff' a proposed. 
'. ' 

procedure for the review of its resource and financia.lplan 

semi-annually or on some other periodic basis within 45 days· 

of the date of this order. 

S. SDG&E shall present to t.~e Commission an updated 

analysis of the advantages, disadv~~tages, costs, and status 

of progress regarding t:he repowering of Silver Gate Units 3. 

a.~d 4, South Bay, and Station B· within 90 days of the date 

of this decision. The Commission will look into these alterna-

tives in thi's or separate proceedings without impeding the 

progress of Application No. 57000. 

9. SDG&E shall file any necessary supplemental data 

for the consideration and inclusion of sunk costs related to' . 

the Sundesert nuclear facility resu'lt'ingfrom this. orde~ 
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and sunk costs and future expenditures related ,to" the Blythe 

site in its. new: general rate ease (NOI· 3)'. 

10. OIl 4 is continued. 

The Executive Director shall provide copies of 

this order to the ,Ene~gy Resources Conservation andDevelopme~t 

Co:n::nission, to the Resources Agency ,to the Air Resources 

Board, and to all appearances in the proceedi.;lg. 

The effective date of this order is the,date 

hereof. 
, ' 

Dated at ____ ~--------------' california, this 
~aJ.., day of ...;... __ -.;... ___ "' ____ , 1978. 

0~'~ 
',~ 

~/: . 

• ~~~ ~ fPd:~ 4~ 
~ f.t4· J~ . 4(.. J<J~ 

~ ~.M4 

com:nissioners " 
I ' 
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APPENDIX A 

Chickering & Cregory, by C.Kayden Ames and 
Allan J. Thompson, Attorneys At UW', and 
John H. woy, forsan Diego Gas & Electric 
Company_ 

John W. Witt, City Attorney, by Wi11iam S. 
Shaffran, Deputy City AttOrney, for the 
city of San Diego; Etta Gail Herbach and 
Charles J. Mackres, Attorneys at LaW, for 
the Department of Defense, on behalf of the 
consumer interests of all Federal Executive 
Agencies; Allen B. wasner, Attorney at Law, 
for university of cal~fornia; Glen J. 
Sullivan, Attorney at Law, for Cal~fornia 
Farm..Bureau Federation; David X. Durkin 
and Erie Stern, for California Public 
Interest Research Group of San Diego 
County; George Gilmour and Johnathon 
Blees, by Cynthia Melendy, for the 
california Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission: and Morrison & 
Foerster,. by T. Bruce Dod*e, Attorney 
at Law, for Keith Fe~buse Associates 
Engineers, interested parties. 

Rufus J. Thayer and Walter H. Kessenick,. 
. Attorneys at Law, tor the commission staff • 
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OIl 4t4 - D. 
OrdersSDG&E (1) ':0 stop development:', of Sundeser~ Power Project 
in Blythe. California; (2) to try to develop electric gener~tion e p lan~s in Mexico. 

COMMISSIO~"ER. WILL!AM SYMO~S. JR., Dissenting 

!od~y·s order nails down the coffin lid on the Sundeser1: Power 

Project for Southern California. 

There is an irrational rush to kill Sundescrt. yet there is,no 

reli~b1e alternative to replace the electricity that the people of 

Southern California willneed~ Their future, is now one of high, ' 

risk -- high risk of prolonged shortfall'of electricity supplies, 

with i~s attendant ills! (1) stagnation for the economy. and,(Z) 

deprivation and regimentation for the people. 

What is going on here? An impartial observer who looked only at 

the record in the Commission"s Investigation into future electricity 

resource plans would clearly choose Plan F~ It calls for the 

e construction of -:wo 950 !1W nuclear reactors .:3.1: Sunc.esert. The, 

record shows San Diego Gas & Elec':ric can finance Su.."'l:desert. The record' 

shows power produced at Sundesert will be cheaper than power produced by 

any other source. The record, shows that Sundcsm can be done in til:le 

(if Californi.:l' s regulatory agencies will sllowit to be done on. 

time) . Further. the record shows that Sundesert will permit Southern. 

C3.1ifornia to take the all-important step of diversifying out of oi11' . 

w"hy, thcn, has the Commission voted to' kill Sundesert:Z' The';, 

order is not forthright enough to acknowledge ':hat the anti~nuclear 

politics of the current state administration m1fivates this deCision; 

instead. the, order pretends to be based on finances and the inierests 
• - , < ,:~ ",:.,. : 

of che San Diego r~tep~yer_ No matter chat the rccord does . not' backup 
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~ this fin~ncial ~sscrtion. the new issue is sufficiently technic~l 

that only ~hose few ~~th training and access to the record will be 

able to refute it. 

!he political assault on Sundescrt suffered a setback with 

the April 27, 1978 opinion of the California Attorney General that 

the legislation obstructing Sundesert was inva.lid under the United 

States Constitution. However, this PUC order with its financial 

assertions overwhelmingly aids the.political assa'Ul~ on Sunde-sere. 
. , 

. '. . 

and makes a full assembly vo:e or statewide roforond'lmi,pe:rmi'Cting 

exemption extremely unlikely. 

The result is that today the Commission. without any facts to 

sustain such a vote. has dec.ided to kill nuclear power in-California. 

'!his policy coincides Ylith the Governor's :lnti-nuclear mentality.,' It 

e Olbandons the path to a safe and reliable supply of energy, for Southern 

Californians. and instead st\IIIl.ble-s off in pursuit of a Mexican project~ 

This "alternative" has as· much present substance as·a mirage --

not even one :crc in the contract this would require has been negotiated 

0= agreed upon. There ~ no power plants. No, site has been selected 

or researChed. In fact. the Mexicans have let it be kno~ that 

they "N'on't star1: dealing until aft:er Sundesert is dead. 

In charting this new path for Southern California power suppli~s. 

it b~hooves the Commission to explain why. Olnd .:1.1so to eXJ)lain how 

we a%'e going to keep California's economy functioning.. and i~s people 

safe and comfortable. "Nithout nuclear energy. ~one 0: these crucial 

questions arc addressed in the order releOlsed today. Instead. we: ar~ 

offered an opinion of over fifty pages;which seeks to bide the real 

i.ssucs behind smokescreen issues of "fin~nceabilit:y" ::tnd Ht:imclines-s':'_. 
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e These concep.ts have nothing to do with the suit:lbility or lack 

of suitability of Sundesert. I would like to explain why. 

Sundesert is Financcable. The ¥.exican Project will cost 

San Dino, Rater>ayers more~: !he Public Utilities Commission and the 

Energy Commission havefou= studies concerning the ability of 

s..'ln. Diego Gas and Electric ':'to finance one-third to one-half of a 
I",· 

two reactor facility at Sundesert. The verdict was unanimous: without 

extraordin:try rate relief .. :~,SDG&E can handle a project of'thi.s size. 
",'.{ . 

"today·s decision seeks to bury that fact \!n.der a waterfall' of 

misleading statements. The most serious of these is the contention 

'Chat Sundescrt cannot be financed. The Com:nission majority, magically: 

comes to this conclusion after a short, enigmatic analysis of PUC"s 

policy on the frequency with which rate increases.l%'e to be issued" ' 

and the financial condition of SDG&E. 

!he fact of the matter. however'. is t.h.:lt SDG&E can afford 

Sundesert if the PUC wants to alloW' the facility built. (1) SDG&E's 

financial condition has been and will be under PUC control, (2) 

contrary to the erroneous .:tssertion on page 35 of today's ordeT. 

the regulatory l~ plan doesn't prevent, either expressly or 

impliedly,. annual rate inc-reases. Ironic"'-lly,. I note chat the ECAC· 

rate increases which underpin the Xexican alternative' come every 

six months. "the ,control t~ raise this speciOUS obst~cle,of untimely 

rate relief is,. as i~ always is. in the hands of the PUC. And'we 

should want Sundesert built. because it will be cheaper t:.h.an any 

alternative. 
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~ The majority decision relies considerably on one study. !he 

Keith, Feibusch Associates, Engineers (KFAE). '!he PUC approved and 

SDG&E hired this firm 'to- provide an independent financial analysis 

of SDG&E's resot:rce plans. 

'!he Keith, Feibusch analysis notes the following as to' cost: 

building two units at Sundesert, and permitting SDG&E to own half 

of them., or 9'50 megawatts. will mean annual compound' rate' increases 

of 7.7% for the utilitv's ratepayers. Ensen.ada --which I will refer 

to as the "Mexican connection" -- at best gives the utility only 

800 megawatts. and will require annual compound rate incre'ases of 8. 8'~. 

" Thus, the Mexican' Connection means a greater increase in rates 

to the ratepayer, for' less power. 'to.Thy? A maj or re,,-son' is that under 

the sketchy plans revealed so far, the ~exican oil used 'in Ensenada 

will cost $20 a barrel in 1980. and increase at lO%annu.a.llY. By 

these terms, the' oil will cost $32 .a barrel in 1985. $52' " in 1990,. 

·and. by 1999. an incredible $122 a barrel. At those' prices it is 

not hard to understand why Sundesert is a bargain. 

!he cost comparison soes even more in Sundesert's favor if 

we take ~hree additional facts into consideration: 

1. Und~r Energy Co:mnission limitations ~ SDG&E will 
,., , 

finance one-thirc. p not one-half. of two units; 

2. The analysis as to the cost of the ·~exican 

connection" does not include a rate of return on 

resale of electricity requested by SDG&E; 

3. Nor does it include the fact that ;:lfter th~ oi1-
~ 

fired plants at' Ensenada are paid for. owne:t"shi? 

reverts to the Xexieans. Sundesert remains ours 
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It Timeliness? The Mexican Proj'ect is uncertain. Sunde-sert can be 

on time The decision dwells at length on another" 

supposed advantage of' the Mexican Connection: tha:t it can ,be built 

in time J while Sundesert cannot. This is nonsense. 

A. In-:entions of Mexico. As 'of to<iaYJ we don"t even 

have a commiOIlcnt from Mexico to start 'to build one 

plant. This point is wcll proven by quo~ing the, , 

full text of the letter in which Mexico, supposedly' 

agrees to build the facility: 

"!1r. R. E. Morris 
President 
San Diego Gas & Electric Co, 
P. O. Box lS31 
San Diego~ California 92112 
U.S.A. 

Clearly J the letter says no suc:" thing. 

The Mexican Connection iS J in f~ct. already behind schedule. 

According to the 'Mexico Project Milestones" '" (Appendix ,B,. 

tod:ly's oreer). there was supposed to be an agreement in 

principle between Xexico .md SDG&E by April, 1. 1978;: F..3.s 

.::J,ny ::;uch thin~ ha.ppened? NO'. 
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Nor is there Any reason ~o believe or hope that. the 

Mexicans will approach the connect.ion with any sense· 

of urgency. At. best., only 300 megawatts -- of a 

projected total of SOO -- will be done in the term 

of the inc~bent president. .As the record indicates~ 

whether his successor will wish to push ahead on~he 

remaining 500 is anyone's guess. Should ~he next 

Mexican president decide otherwise. the consequences 

for the economy and ~ople of Southern California· will 

be grave. 

B. Intentions of the United States Government .. 

Will the: approval t:o impo:t'major supplies of electricity 

from Mexico require formal federal proceedings! 

Remarkably~ scan'!: reie-rence is m.:l.de to this consideration 

in the transcripts. Vo:!.. 11p p. 6285: 

"We have had discussions wi:ch. Y.r. O'Leary and wi'th some of 

Y.r. Schlesinger's s:affp and with the Department of Energy 

concerning the Mexico project and have received a very 

positive indication that they wilt look favorabiy upon· 

the project." 

The question of federal proceedings ~s unanswered. We 

note that importation of natural gas from Mexico on the 

Gulf Coast has been blo.eked for several t:'I.onths by action 

of the federal administration in Washi,ngton. The 

higher price to be paid for the imported energy and 

its effect on the U. S. bal<lncc-of-payments deficit was 

thc C.:Lusc. It is not illogic~l to cX?~ct the same 
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cri tical review of the price to be paid for . 

imported Mexican electricity will be conducted by 

our federal a~nistration. 

C. Requirements of California Statute. Also. the 

analysis of the feasibility of the Mexican Connection 

assumes as a "necessary condition" tMt no Certificate 

of Public Convenience and Necessity from the 'PUC 'Will 

be required for this project. (Necessary Condition 3~. 

page 1S.~ today' s order) This assumption is unfounde<:L 

. State law rcq,uires PUC certification proceedings. As 

we told SDG&Eon October 18,1977, in our decision on 

Kaipa=o'W'it:z: 

to ••• San Diego Gas & Electric Company shall no,t begin 

construction of any line. plant or system, whether 

in Califo-:rnia or othe'rVlise, without first ob-taining 

from this Cot::::lission a certificate t1:-.!l.t the present 

or future public convenience and neeessi ty require or 

will require such construction. 'f (Ordering Paragraph 1. 
p. 27 of Decision No. 83005.) 

Sundesert's progress, on the other hand. is well along and 

its fate lies within the hands of California State agencies., If 

agency officials applied only a part of the vigor they. use to slow 

down these 1?roj ects to helping deadlines . be met ~ V.~e can haye this 
'/ 

project on line before serious reserve' problems developw 
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Despite tod",y's decision. one fact remains clear: . Sundesert 

is the only alternatvc to severe power shortages. in Southern 

California in the mid-1980' s. My hope. is that when those shortages 

hit. the millions of people suffering under the effects of today's 

decision. will remember the bureaucrats and the politicians 

responsible for their 'planned" scarcity. 

San Francisco. California 
May 2~ 1978 
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e COMMISSIONER CLAIRE T - X>EORICK, CONCORRING& X>ISSEN'l'ING: 

I concur with those portions of this interim opinion which. fine! that 

the SUllc!esert nucleu project col!ld ·not·be financed by San 'Die9'o, Gas" and . 

Electr:i.c CO~y w:i.thout mASs:i.ve ~4 frequent rAte relief.' We woUld completely 

c!isre9'ud our duty to the r.atepayer :i.£ we were to. Allow continuation' of this 

projeet given its inevitable affeet on'rAtes and the financialinte9'rity of 

SDG&E. ' 

I further concur in those portions o.f this opinion whiCh cite repower

ing of SilvergAte Units 2,. 3 ~d 4, South Bay and Station B;. development of 

geothe:on.a.l resources, And explorAtion of the feasibility of small COAl plants 

as viable resource plAnS for sx;&Z's short-te:rm nee4s. X>eveloPment of such 

existing or easily .acquired resources Are,- as the opillion correetly notes,. 

essentiaJ. feAtures of SX>G&Er<s requi.:rements to the year 2000. 

I dissent, however, from ordering SX>G&E "to continue to 'use its,· best. 

efforts to negotiAte A contraet for the purch4se of Mexican'power • __ " when 

such an option is presentee! AS- the onlxvi.,):,le course for SOG&Eto follow. 

Such A propoSAl. suf'fers serious poliey Arl.4 praeticAl deficiencies. As a_ matter 

of policy, this order would lI.J.low users of energy in this country' to export to 

Another COWltry air pollution consequent to bw::ning high sulfur oil for generation. 

Given that califOrniA has the toughest and most comprehensive air- quality laws in 

the nation, enaeted prestmlably for the good of the people,. do we noW"want' to. state 

as a matter of poliey ~t it is permiss..:Lble to pollute as long .as. ' the pollution -
I' .. 

4l'fec:ts only those outside our borders? Since california would Mveno control' 

over the air ~ty ASpeets of the construction of this plant, such A position' 

is the inevitable re'sult of this opinion. 

Secondly, AS A practiCAl matter, the option here handee! SOG&E by the 

Commission offers not only uncertainty for San Die9'o' s future supplies • of' power;"" 

it does not offer even reasonable expectAtion. COnsider: SDG&E is ordere4 to-

use its best effo~ to ~ formation of A contraet,the terms of which. to- be 

proposed by the of~eror reNinin9' unknown; with A foreiqn government; topureb.ase 

power at an. unknoW: and unpredictable price; to 9'0- intoeffeet·· by the end of 1982 
II: . . \." ' ,.,' " 

wben not A stone ~.s. beP..n turn.ee! for construction nor a contractual te:rm voiced 
,"'I 

in formal: ne9'otia.tions. 
. 'I, " 

option to A compan~"\: which hAs experienced such past misadventure~ .and .is.· in 'such 

~;;:.:::~tion is ~ly not~ .z~d~ 
clAir .. Dedrick 
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-COMMIssr:ONER VER.~ON L. STURGEON, Concurring 

.. Today's order adds :z. sad but necessary postscript to last 

month's shortsighted action by the Assembly Committee on Re5curces " 

Land Use;,and Energy. That committee's failure to pass S:S: lOlS, 
,I. 
I 

and thus,:lkeep the Sundesert project alive .. rectuiresusto toeay 

tell SDG&:E, ..... ho pursued the Suneesert project in the b-es't,oi £:l.ith 

witll itsratep?yers and. shareholders, to give up the proj'ect .. 
-' 

Fortu:lately, this does net mean. giving Ui> the Blythe sit'c-· 
-, 

which h.:ts actuap .. y received the :lpprova.l of' the Energy 'Commi,ssion::' " .- " 

(How this breach of ERCDe policy occurred one can only speculate~) .. 
• 

Today's order .... ·isely permits SDGSE to include Site exp,en.ditul'es 
.. I 

for consieer;ttion in NOI 3. The Sly the 5i te may thus still :play 
• 

a role i::.Ca:rifornia's energy future. 
I~' , 

I still: remain convinced th.l"'tthe Sundesert alteo3.tive for 
o " . 

utilities in Southern" California would have been superior to the 

option we tOday urge SDG&E to pursue. Today's orderm.:l.Y evex;tually 

resul t in' 2$;~ of the San Diego area t s electricity requi:rement"b'¢in~ __ 

produced in ,:~exico. Why can't that power be .produced in Cal ifornia"? 
;1 ,:,: .. , 

The :lnswer; j..~ simple; and it is- one which: this CommiSSion .. b-y signing 
, 

~oday's order r implicitly accepts: under Californi:l's statutory 
, , 

and regul:Ltory f:-:J.:nework of environmental restrictions, as piesently 
! 

:Ldministered,. a power plant cannot be constructed in this state 

in time (i: it. C:ln be built a.t all) to meet the electric neee-s o.f 
.. 

, 
'0 

.. 

, . 
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the San. Diego area.. We have ~ to be sure, legislate<l .. and'r.egulated 

e ourselves in'to a net from which we only seem to be able to escape' 

perioe.ically through th.e vehicle 0.£ "'crisis. legisla.tion. 'f 

The late SB lOIS was ~ example of such legislation. That 

bill, which would have exempted the Sundcsert f~cility from the 

provisions of Public Resources Code Sections 2S5-24.1 and 25S24.2,. 

passed the Se~te but) as stated earlier ~ died in the Assembly, 

Resources, Land Use and Energy Committee. That SB lOIS h.a.d.to 1>e 

intrOduced to try to save Sundesert is evidence of the fact that~ 

as recognized by the California Senate,. California's sta.tutory and 

regulatory framework unreasonably restricts us from making the 

cri~ical energy decisions requiree. to see us through the rest of 

this century much less plan for the twenty-first. 

The Liquefied Natural G:l.S Tenninal Act of 1977,. SB 10:81, is 

another example. Faced with the very real probability of cur-:ailment 

of natul'al gas service to Southern C:l.lifornia PI and P2A customers 

by the e:l.rly 1980ts~1/ the Legislature and the Governor reali:ed. 

that "the importation of liquefied natural gas w •• may be 3,: 

signific<lnt means of assuring that adequate and relial>le sUl>pf,ies 
" 

o£ natural gas are obtained .• 

prevent natural gas sho::t:l.ges 

tO~ meet the st~t.etsneeds ClZld·to 

• ,.2;.1 The Legisl:l.ture ::tnd t;,;e' 

Governor fur'ther detc=mincd that in order for a LNG . terminal to' be 

11 . Public Utilities Code Section SS:Sl (c). 

Y Public Utili ties Code Section 55-51 (b) 

-2-



constructed in time to prevent shortages: 
- '. e ./ "it is necessary to vest exclusively in one st:l.te agency 

the authority to issue 3. sil:.gle permit authorizing the 
lO<:ation,. construction, and operation of such terminal, 
and to. establish specific time limits for a decision on 
applications for such permit. "~/ , , 

The obvious imp.lication from that determination, reaffirmed by 

today's order,. is that absent extraordinary measures, such as 

SB 10Sl or S3 1015, California cannot act effectively to insure 

a.de<t~te utility service to its citizens. We are comp.elled, as 

a prerequisite to action, to make innumerab'le £orccasts,studics" 

predictions and an:Llyses which, almost invariably,. are subject, 

individually or collectively, to some form of attack-in the co.u;r'ts. 

Only when the acuteness of our dileDlllla becomes ,so obvious that ,it 

can no longer be ignored does the C:tlifornia bureaucracy decide to 

act. A't that point little can be done in time if the trenchwariarc 

that we call the California permit process m.ust be adhered to. 

Suddenly we have a criSis requiring a crisis solution.. Either 

extraordinary measures such as SB101S. or SB 1081 are required to 

extricate us from our self· imposed net., or, as today,.. we opt for 

a clearly inferior choice simply because it is the only one available 

within the statutory and regulatory framework in whichwe£iD,d 

ourselves. 

The citizens in the San Diego, area as well as all Californians 

deserve more from government th~ crisis decis.ion-making as a 

subs'titute for planning. It. ,is time for the Legislature to re'think 

3/ Public Utilities Code Section 55S1(d). 
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t.he wisdom of imposing restraint.s which,. ,in 'the name.. of $nviron-
'\ 

" 

meD:talism,. s.o severely inhibi't Otll" a.bili ty to plan fo,':',. ~nd,m¢et,. 

our future energy needs. I~ile preserving the environment, we 

should still be able 'to provide man wi,'th the energy essential' to 

his existence. 

S3n Francisco,. California 
May 2,. 1918 

~ 'tI " '. ',' , ,". ,' . 
. ~~~.~ .. 

COmm:LSS loner " ,,' , 

., " . 
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RICHARD O. GRAVELLE, Commissioner, Concurring: , 
" . 

'.the decision, issued today involving san Diego Gas & Electric" 

Company will be hailed by those who are pro-,~or"a:c.ti-nuclear as 

either a catastrophe or landmark victory.. ,1::i ther characterization 

is totally inaccurate and misleading.. It will be employed only by 

those who possess a motivation for confusion to serve their own 

purpose, or some se'lf-percei ved and self-imposed requirement ,to comment 

on the "public interest". 
, , 

Before any statements are made, about the decision, it should 
. , 

be read, from' start to finish, carefully, and objectively. If' that 

is done, the reader will realize that the decision simply addresses 

the financial ability of San Diego Gas and Electric Company, on a' 

relative basis, to meet its future energy requirements - 'nothing more, 

e nothing less. It does not prohibit the ,company from ~proceeding with, 

Sundesert;moreover, it in no way precludes the development of Sundesert 

by a consortium of entities that might be better, able to- afford that 

project. It does point ou.t that this COmmission, meeting its statutory 

obligations to both the consumer and shareholder of San; Diego- Gas 

and. Electric Company, can readily predict, based upon the' record, made 

to date, that neither can afford the participation planned· in Sundesert 

by the company management. Such a determination at this time is ' . .,/ 

beneficial to all those concerned with the financial health of the 

utility and the future energy needs of the residents~, both: .business and 

domestic, of the San Diego area. It is up to- others than this Commission 

to deal with safety, siting, licensing and, the like. Our respoI).Sibili ty 
.. 

as it exists today is basically economic. We have met our responsibility, , 

it is now up to those others 

San Francisc~, california 
May 2, 1978 


